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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that

schooling (and

educational institutions

in

place in modern--societies than it
general) occupies a far more important
attend educational institutions for
enjoyed in the past. 'Americans today
increasingly starting schooling before the
an average of nearly 12 years,

school graduation in some institu
first grade and continuing after high
people
One Major reason that more,and more
tion of higher education:
.are attending

school for longer

perhaps one should say,

periods

of

time is

that success

(or

closely
persistence) in school has become more

status, in general, that it ever was
associated with jobs and with adult
in the past.1

in othtr countries.
Even more dramatic trends can be noted

In much

have
independence, for example, governments
of the developing world since
partly in response to the great
greatly increased education budgets,
because they
education by the population, but also
and
for
elementary
de
the creation of
as\Terhaps the most important key to
re ard education
of non
Indeed, in a, large number
"Modern" or, "developed" society.
build and
it has proved much easier to
cpmmunist developing countries,
government
to create jobs outside the
it
aff universities and schools than
/

;

of these institutions
ector in which the graduates

might be employed.4

less dramatic in Europe. It
Educational expansion has hardly been
education
but historically, participation in
may be surprising to some,
the United States. As late as 1959
in Europe has7been far lower than in
school,
third- of 1-4 years nld were still in
in Italy, for example, only a
75%; and in England as late as 1957
but by 1975 the percentage was over
at universities compared to around
only.3% of those 18-22 were enrolled

12% today.3

European
But the expansion that followed in virtually every

country during the

1960's

and 1970's was dramatkc.

In country after

\

country, the number

of university students

trebled or quadrupled in' a

attending institutions
twenty year period, so that the gap in proportions

of bIgher education between the United States and

other countries, al-

though still Large, has narrowed appreciably.
unprecedented
The.great post-World War II expansion was not entirely

in scope or rapidity.'

Although the dates vary considerably with the

4.

elementary schooling,
countries involved, an extraordinarly rapid rise in
society
prompt4d ptly by compulsory Schooling laws, took place in every
the 1920's.
between the last quarter of the nineteenth century and

expansion made elementary

schooling .close, to universal

That

throughout the

devloebdyorld, j%st as the more recent expansion has made the completion of sbcondary-education-close_to

nalyersal in theUnited_States and

everywhere.
some lecondary education Virtually universal

These-trends and facts are well Inown; their interpretation is not
as clearcut.

Mote

specifically the

dominant

interpretation- of

these

and, in our
trends has recently been challenged on a number of counts
.judgement,
found defective in cruCial resPect..4.

SinCe the interpreta-

everyday assumptions
tion in question is close to what we believe of the

and planning, this
of a great many people involved'in educational policy
is a serious matter which warrants attention.
the educa4
The assumptions to which we refer go roughly as follows:

tional expansion of the last 100 years (and, in particular, the expansion
response to the needs of an
of the.last quarter century). is essentially a

3

increasingly complex knowledge and skill7dependent society.
stages of

industrialization,. this argument

In the early

industrial

goes,

societies

of the workforce.
begin to require mere literacy on the part of most

In

becomes a crucial
later stages of indhstrialization, however, knowledge
ingredient Of economic growth.

From the societal point of view, education

yields dividends in
becomes a rational investment 'in human capital which

the form of greater eConomic

make high investMents tn

therefore, societies which
experience high -rates

growth and 'productivity.,, As

corollary,

education

should

of economic growth; those that neglect education
That education contri-

will experience economic decline sooner or later.

rationaleofthe emphasis
butes importantly to economic growth was a major
Development (OECD) on
of the Organization for Economic Cooperatioh and
the expansion .of)ligher
countries in

thei, 1.960s.

education and Widened actess
The OECD conference -on

to it in member

"Etonomic Growth and

1961, set directions
Investment in Education" held in Washington, D.C. iin
more.
for research and policy in this field for a decade or

many scholats

writing on the interrelationship

Among the

of economic growth and

DenisonedUcational expansion were Friedrich Edding.of Germany, Edward F.
_

aud Theodore W.

Schultz of the United States,'and Ingvar Svennilson of

Sweden.
the

Modern societies,

argument

continues,

are

dependent

on

the

institutions
knowledge which is produced and transmitted by educational

in several respects.

First, economic growth is increasinglY dependent

takes place within the
upon scientific and technological researth whiCh
universities.

Secondly,

9,

,post-secondary

institutions

provide

advanced

4

training for

professions and semi-professions upon

of

whole series

a

which the economy'increasingly depends, and which either did not exist in

the past or have exploded"in numbers and importance in the last quarter
of a century, ,Finally (and often,stressed More than either of the above),

primaryand secondary educational institutions perform the vital function
of providing a broad base of cognitive skills for the mass of the populatioii=-skills which are_nleded-hot-merein a narrow or vocational sense,
e:

from which a whole series of more

but which provide the bui\I. ding blocks

specialized-and.advanced skills can be learned.

In some versions of this

argument, indeed, it is believed that the pace of economic change is so
rapid that

future

become quickly obsolete and

will

skills

life-long

learning will become,a necessity.
/

The.new importance

education that

of

these changes

require,

the

arrument continues, is reflected in shifts in" educational institutions
themselves.

Thus, the relative salience of liberal arts in the curriculum

decreases and the significance of training in the sciences and technology
increases.

Elementary schools become less concerned with moral instruc-

.

tion and with requiring stUdents to engage in such practices as Memori_

, .

_

,

_

__

_
.

_._

.

.

zation of dates, places or names.

SlOwly and haltingly schoolS' begin to

shift to neW curricula and to teaching methods which are more rational
and effective in the development of students! cognitive

Far critics of these assumptions, however,

ss.5
kill

the ideas we have stated

are less an adequate explanation of what has happened and of the real
rale of education in modern society, thanka justification for and ex post
facto rationalization

of educational

institutions.

It

is

profoundly

misleading, the critics argue, to see education as meeting "he new needs"

6

interpret the history of educational expan
of indystrial society and to
sion as .a more; or less rational

evidence, the critics

resPonse to those

changing needs.

As

educaiianin
cite the followingthe expansion of

n-than the expansion in the per
the last century has been far greater
interpretation, could be said to
tage of jobs Which, even by a generous
true,if we compare the expansion
require hiah levels af Skill.. This is

increase in numbers of college graduates,
of professional jobs with the
Changing size of the skilled
and is even more true if we consider the

nonprofessional labor

force.6

In

the

second place,

studies

of

the

Particular jobs indicate-that
skill levels and training tequirements'of
often greatly exaggerated, and, for
the level of complexity, involved is
joba, .can be acquired on the job in six months or
most' nonprofessional

less.7

Most

of

studies

the

relationship between

education -and

establish clear
performance, furthermore, have failed to
between perfOrMance in

job

relationships

school (as measureed, for example, by

grades),

supervisor ratings or salary.8
and performance an the job as measured by
clearly demonstrates
,there is no research which

ship between

meaS'ures

of educational quality and economic

a relation
growth.

In

Frederick Harbison.and Charles
this tonnection, it iS of interest:that
N
correlations of economic and
Myers in their remarkable study of the
A.
.countries, Education Manpower and
educational indices in seventyfive
found, a
Human\Hesource Development (1964)
Economic Growthl Strategies of
enpercentage of 'university students
negative correlation between the

the countries'
rolled in science and technology and
no research

which

shows

that

the

mathematical

GNP.

skills

We know of

or scie tific

.literacy of the mass of a society's population has effects on national
of

productivity or even on the level

scientific achievements in that

Perhaps such relationships do exist--relationships, for example,

4ociety..

in

between enrollment

business

courses and

increasing entrepreneurial

activityv br between.the low quality.oflaigh school science teaching-and
.-

.a possible relative

decline in Amerfcan as

compared with European or.

4

Russian scientific achievement.

.But

it is beyond our skill& to validate

them.'

Such relationship& .are_by_an_me4ns...implau5ibIe.

But that-is alsb/

true of a series of quite different assumptions: that successful entrepreneurial actiVity depends more

on.the level

of

or

savings

on the

prestige in which bUsinesa is held than upon what is learned in business

coUrses; or that scientific achievement depends more

the selection and training

of .a

tiny

on the quality of

gifted minority than upon the

ScientifiC' literacy of the' mass of the population.

-Our point here is not to debunk education, but only to Araw attention

.to the character

of an increasing percentage of the arguments that are

made on its behalf.

In these arguments, more investment in education is

seen as essential to growth in productiyitY and even to aational survival.

President Sovern of Columbia,

for example, recently connected our lack

of investment in education to the fact that the U.S. per capita G.N.P.

"has slipped to tenth place in the world," and asserted, as if it were,

common knowledgethat the skill, dextetity And knowledge of the population has become the,critical input that determines the rate pf growth of

the economy."9- There rare

two. dangers' with this

kind

of

argument.

Fifst, to the extent that the argument is not true or not demonstrably

7

education.
true it can .baCkfire.and undercut support for

fot education in rather narrow economic 'Or
,

Justifications

utilitarian terms run the

another society which
risk thaf if the society does not get richer (and
does not get a better,
spends- less on education does) or if, the individual
educational
job, the public will become entirely disenchanted with our

SomethIng-of this sort already appears tO be taking place,

institutions.

of the inflaparticularly among recent graduates whose diplomas, because

tion of educational

credential

,

have

lost much

their anticipated

of

value. e---which will pay
Viewing education as an investment in human resources

a/ready strong vocational
off in the future also tends. to increase the
undermine other educatendencies in AMerican education' and thereby may
tional values.

Growing 4ercentages

have been'deserting courses
Mathematics for

undergraduates in recent

in History,

Physics, French,

in Marketing,

courses

Leisure 'Studies and Food Science.

well the implicit message

that only directly and

of'

Travel

Biolog? and

Administration,

in

These students seemed to have learned

of the "education as an investment argument"

immediately useful knowledge

is valuable, and

that the rest of education is a luxury.
PURPOSES, GOALS AND VALUES OF EDUCAT ONAL SYSTEMS

Introduction

"educational purposes"
We are distinctly uncomfortable with the teri

"educational goals."
and only slightly less so with the expression

To

has in mind.we
address the issues which we believe that the Commission

Tpirefer:instead to talk about valuea

a particular educational system.

or'ideology'which justify or underlie-

A word

of

(First, the problems of comparing official

explanation is in order.
statements of educational

1

purposes or goal§ are quite.formidable.

Lists of educational objectives

to offer a basis for
from differeht societies might at first sight appear

comparing educational

riorities.

One might compare the priority that
A.

1

patriotism on the
societies give, for example, to'citizenship training or
---o-ne -hand-- as

-opposed - to- academic_ _competence or the development of

other.

individual personality On the

Btit

the problems which. surround

obtaining truly comparable material frOm a number of
mense.

the

societies are itif

The statements must be representative of official opinion

nOt

particular educational orgaof the potentially idiosyncratic vieWs of a
nization in that society.

of educational goals

For example, one should not confuse statements

issued

by the J panese Teachers Association with

statements IsSued by the Japanese Min. stry of Education.

The list

of

and comparable curriofficial purposes should be for comparable schools

cula as well as the same age jroup in the different societies.

And if

ofeducational Objectives must
this were not enough, a comparative study
national
find some way of comparing societies that tend to have explicit

goals and those which do not.

We have

not been able

materials which even begin to meet these strictures.

to

gather such

Gathering a repre-

United States alone, .
Sentative sample from the sChool districts of the

centralized
for example', would Joe a formLiable task, and even with highly

Systems like the Soviet

Union, frequent changes in officiai statemehts

make the sampling task very difficult.

1o

Ih addition, these statements 'of purposes are uninterpretable wit.hout
knowledge of the ..values

anl the culturar-meanings that are attached to

education in different sotieties.- Many of the'statements of purposes we

have seen address the obje,tt4ve of development of the potentialities (or
personality) of the child.

Consider, for example, that the educational

objectives of the current Constitution of 'the Soviet Union include giving

"citizens more and more real opportunities to apply their creative ener_

gies and talents,

and to develop

their,

that

these ,apparently

It

style!

Shades of American\ progressivisM 1970's
to add

personalities in every way."10
is hardly necessary

objectives have quite different

simila

meanings in the Soviet Union, Japan anti the United States.

For these.reasons we try .to
Poses.

avoi\d comparisons of educational pur-

We find it more illuminating i stead to &ampere the values which

justify and suroun&sc ooling in the d fferent societies, calling attention to

s arply conflict with th

cases where o ficial values

values

that are implicit or attually conveyed to\students.

The Distinctiveness o

American Values

There are many structural and organizational differences! between
American schools and shools in the industrialized world, andlwe shall
describe some

of the more significant differences later in this paper.

But these structural differences can only be understood in the context of

the very different valUes which justify and support educational practice

in America and

elsewhere.

This

is

not

to

say

that all or even most

organizational or structural differences in Amer clan schooling are pri-

marily a reflection of differences in values

be weeen America, Europe

the variable of loca
.11
and Japan (we shall Show bep w, for eXample,-Qw
.
.

_

.

..

..

.

,,,,Alr'--

..

.... ..

_

---;;

cOntrOl over educatpn,, -has effeCfs whiCh-ate Odwerful
.k

versus centralized

v

in- their own tight and separablefrom the-effects of value-differences).
always AatiC,or permanent features..

Not do we 14-,-.1411 to imply' that values are
.

..,
.

,

of'a particular society.

.

,

for, example, ,-underwent,a substantial

Japan,

1-

Change in values during ana after the American occupftf9n. iValue emphases
tO:.the- Stalinist

in,the Soviet Union shifted _radiCally from 'the l92Os

0,, .,.,,,..

era.

0

We do want t? atgue,-however, that very littlqf the distinctive
.

\

i

character, orgaOization or outcomes of American education can be grasped
'

differences between

' without priot cbnsideration Of long stanaing valu

\

,

America and the 4est ofthe world. .These values have shaped odr relative
lack ofselectivity, our lack 9f national examinations
.

of the traditional

and dur suspicion

1

"high culture" llberal'arts

curraulum.

They have

also had a profound effect on educational standardp and.,the meaning pf
excellence in AMerican edu,cation..

Educatidn in 'America bears indelible marks of
_

several longstanding

values which together, form a distinctive and recognizable American pat,.

tern.- Ametlicans value equality, practicalfty and utility;and they-are
-

both individualistic and

suspicious

of

governMent\al authority.

These

values, noted in slightly different forms by TocqueVille in the'1830's,
have been described repeatedly by European and American observers since

that,time.11 And although most Western European socie les have *mdved
closer.to these American values in the last 25 yeara-,----the differences
between the U.S.

and Canada, on the one hand, and virtually the whole

of Western Europe on the other, remain notable.

11

The thrust of equality:in America has always been toward

Equality.

As

equal rights and equal, opportunity rather than toward equal income.

Tocque011e !tressed, Americans'have been hostile to the idea Of rank or
another except
degree or tcc any conception that one man is befter than

There is little,question that the

through his worldly accomplishments.

inflUenceof

these

ideas

been powerful.

upon American schooling has

schools have been looked to as the

Since the early dayS of the Republic,

fame and formajor avenue of opportunity and mobility =from poverty to,
tune.

Virtually

from _its

inception,

reminds

as Horace Mann

the

us,

common school was seen-as an instrument for creating a more equal society
o

'andas an antidote to PoVerty.12

Through public schooligg, many-Ameri-

erased or neutralized.
cans have believed that c1a8s distinctions could be

With the exeeption of Ca:nada and possibly Australia, no other

hon.:-

War
CommUnist society viewed schooling in:this way until well after World
The traditional Western Europcean pattern was to provide separate

and separate curricula for

what were thought to be different

kinds of students, and to sponsor the mObility of a few students from

loC!g

status origins into that part of the system designed for the future elite.
The system was not designed to provide American style equality of opportu-

nityhut to prbvide a ladder4of only a few outstandingly talented students
from humble origins.

In America, this pattern of separate public schools
Z'

-for the elite and the Masses has

been ,ver

rare, appearing only in the

instances of 'a relatively small number of highl

selective high schools
I

,

in the larger

cities

of the Eastern seaboard.

But

hout

Western

Europe and Japan until after World War II, it was taker fO'r granted t

only a relatively small proportion

(;

of the

childreh of.the poor could

12

the highest status.

Thus, only about twelve per cent of Japanese twelve-

the outset of World
year-OIds went on to an acadernic secondary school at
group passed Britainls
War II, and only,about twenty per cent of the age
access.

garn

to

notarious 11+ examination

to

University

preparatory

grammar schools in the late 1940!s.13:0

the rest of the
The contrast is almost as *iarp between America and

industrialized world in

kind

/the

of

subjects which are believed

the

Americans have been distinctly catho-

appropriate for students/to study.

prestigious course of
lic in their Niew of what constitutes a worthy/or
study for

students.

many decades

American universities aud
_

high schools have

of study that would have

offered courses

for

.

been close

to

selective secondary
unthinkable at virtually any European university or
school: courses

in

accounting,

marketing,
-

typing and-home economics.

nursing,

creative writing,

1

Part of the reason for this catholicity is a

pragmatic and utilitarian attitude towards education.

tut th e\ extraordi'

Amer\ican youth
nary breadth of the subject matter deeme&appropriate for
immutableo hirerachy of
to study also reflectsthe absence of a clear and

prestigious or

'patrician" and low status or "plebian" subject tatter,

between patrician
and is part of a möre general reluctance to distinguish

and plebian classes of-pedple by sending them to separate

America, no one curriculum and no two or
kind of effortles

thr/le

schools.

In

schools have enjoyed the

prestige accorded to the Classis curricululm at Oxford

or Cambridge or French literature at the Sorbonne.
-

,-Somie7of

hese sharp distinctions between education in America and

world are disappearing.
that in much of the rest of the industrialized
prestige in
,Theotraditional liberal arts curriculum still commands high

14

13

prestige in
curriculum still commands high
liberal
arts
The traditional
particularly in France and
anduniversities,
foreign secondary schools
symbiotic way
is still linked in almost a
England, and in the latter it
But its relative
level of the civil service.
with access to the topm9st
other ,almost equally
virtually .everywhere and
prestige has declined
of early
serious rivals. The separation
prestigious models have become

separation second
university preparatory and terminal
been blurred
different curricula and prestige has
ary schools with quite
For specifically egalitar
industrial world.
throughout
the
or reduced
technical
for_example, the British division between grammar,
ian reasons,
of a
has been largely abolished in-favor
and secondary modern schools
achool.
plan modeled ot the Americanhighunitary:comprehensive-school
schools are
between academic and vocational
Even where the old clivisions
selection has
Germany, France and Japan,
retained, as in much of West
the academic
percentage of students attending
been postponed and the
of
World War 11.14 Large numbers
increased
since
schools has vastly
schools for able and mediocre students
Europeans now believe that sellar4te
and make for bitterness and
lead to reinforcement of class divisions
previously
Finally in ths regard, the
rancor between riCh and poor.
States and the rest of the industrialized
enormous gap between the United
college has =been
young people who attend
world in the percentage of
College enrollments have
1960;
dramatically closed in the 'years since
but they haie
United States since 1960,
more than ttippled in the
Patt
countries in Europe and in Japan.
quadrupled and quintupled in many

adolescenta into

'of the ideology of equal. opportunity
of this increase reflects the spread
of the industrial world.
froM the United States to the test

that used to exist'
All these changes mean that the stark contrast
between the egalitarian open

access American systems

and much

of

the

,

West European

'sharp than it was.
rest of the educational world is less

universities are now expected

to

show progress in their admission of

It is now cdmmonplace

working class youth.

forcurricula and teaching

as
France and England to be attacked as "elitist" or

style in Germany,

that educational policy
irrelevant tcythe needs of lower class youth, so
explicitly to larger programs of
_in thesp countries becomes linked quite

----egalitarian reforms.15

But in'its thoroughgoing

egalitarianism, the U.S. remains distinct.

and in easy transfer of credit
In affirmative action, in open admissions
has shown a preference for
between institutions, American higher education
over maintenance of a set of
access, for equity and for equal opportunity

unambiguous and rigorous

standards.

Britain's Open University, by con

especially careful to maintain the
trast, while open to all comers, is
most prestigious
same standards of evaluation as the
ties.

The provision of opportunity

in the Unitea States, a

British Universi

alone iS,not, as it has tended to be

criterion of legitimacy or justification for

Europe.
public expenditure or ,education in Western

Pragmatism and Utilitarienism.

\
Many observers have noted that Ameri
,

/cans are

tend to \see
by and large rather practicalminded people who

institutions in

primarily utilitarian terms.

Much

of

the

appeal

a preeminently
education to Americans has been that' it has been seen as
useful activity,
foreign languages

useful in that it provides 'skills
to mathematical competence

reers, and enhances job prospects.

(from fluency

or typing),

advances ca

After talking to contemporary American

that no other concep
undergraduates, one could be forgiven fOr thinking

16

",.
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But in most of the world and for most

tion of education was possible.

of human history, education has.not

been viewed in such a utilitarian

The highest prestige and .esteem have frequently been reserved

manner.

for subjects which are distinctly, even defiantly, non-utilitarian.

The

famous toast at Cambridge University in the 1930s, "To pure mathematics,

may it never-be of use to anyone"! expressed these sentiments exactlyi
with the

added irony that

very

subject

the

rapidly became immensely

r
foreseen before World War II in the
useful in ways that
could
not
be
,
demand for

cryptographers

and

decoders.

One 'could

almost

sayt

that.

throughout Europe and japan prior to World War II subjects were prestigious,
to the

degree that

and laekihg in prestige to the

they were useless,

degree that they ere directly or immediately useful in providing some !
skill of

a technical

variety.16,

or applied

Thus

in the

traditional

classical languages had higher status

prestige hierachy of that period,

tIM1 modern languages, Oriental languages higher than European, Mathema-

tics a higher

status

than

Science,

aild

theoretical

science

a higher

prestige than applied science.
From the point of view of the individual students, of course, studying

these arcrane subjects 'was

far from useless: the more Trestigious the

subject and the wire prestigious the institution at which it was studied,

the greater the student's chance

of a high status occupation.

But the

link between education and jobs was through their common relationShip to

'prestige rather than a particular

skill that the

British, French and Japanese civii servants were not

administration or even the history of

education provided.
rained in the public

the civil Iseivice.

To

be sure,

there were claims msde about the moral character and respect for high

16

ideals which a traditiona
but such

,

never seemiprimarilY s training and

an education, w s

f.directly useful skills.17

lesS as the'acquisition

as the absorption and

classical edOcation was thought to provide,
still,

It was seen rather

i

Icq4isition of' high culture which,

in turn, wbs

-

/

thought to

fit

]

applic nt* for

high

Only

office.

Canada ,and

post-

1

epregsent significant exceptions to this dominant

-Revolutionary Russia
pattern.

This traditionall. European conception of

education has neverheen,

ehtirely abrnt in America (one thinks -especially of preparatory schools

in the Northst, and the high prestige enjOyed by Ivy League universi,
ties).

But Americans have'long possessed two., to some

models of.a good educatiOn.

On the ond hand,

extent competing,

'good education has meant

something modeled after traditional European educaeion with a few minor
modificatiOns.

A good education has meant the acquisition of 'the know

ledge and particula/rIy the values and tastes of an elite, and is ranked
/*

as excellent or indifferent to the extent that it conforms to tilat elite
model.

At the same time;, Americans have subscribed to a very different

conception of

a good education:

that, which is most worthwhile is that

which is most useful and practical.

knowledge because it is useful.

Prestige is accorded to utilitarian

Suspicion and even disdain are ,shown

toward what is seen as useless knowledge.

In many institutions (and this is perhaps the geniu,s of the American

system), these two Conceptions have coexisted rather happily.'. The land
grant' universities

of

the. Midwest,

for

example,

have

long

offered

distinguished vocational programs in Agriculture and Engineering without

tr

18
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oblivion.
in the least consigning Philosophy or History or Mathematics to

European
In many high schools, too, there is a juxtaposition of what, to

curriculum does not "contaminate" the

vocational subject matter in the
cUrriculum as

a whole, nor has there been a sharp prestige distinction

between students
French students
,school.

The inclusions of

of study.

eyes, are extraordinarily diffJrent areas

cational

take

who

bound

for

t e

subjects

who

those

and

university rarely take

not.

do

typing in high

American, and to a lesser degree Canadian, students,

frequently

do.

The greater prestige of vocational subjects is not the only .conse
quence of American utilitarian conceptions of education.

There is also

a:tendency to see virtually all the Subject matter of the curriculum in
broadly utilitarian terms.

The enormously influential Progressive

ment, whether in its most recent
earlier manifestations

in

çihe

reincarnation 'in

1920s

and

1930s,

the

has

1960's

been

Move

or its

very much

an attack-on what was consi ered to be\ the irrelevance of the traditional
curriculum.18

In contrast to the situation in Western Europe, American

educational rhetoric has rong stressed

how education should meet the

"needs" of students and the "needs" of society,/and .this rhetoric has
traditiontalcurriculum and the'
been employed as a weapon to attack the
traditional teaching methods.

a strong dose

(We note parenthetica ly that Japan, after

of Progressive education during the

.S. occhpation, has

,

steadily retreated from progressive principals since about 1960.)
Progressives tkave

long argued that

contemporary

and

literature

contemporary history meet student needs More closely'than ancient history
-

meeting the "needs
or classical literature and that, following the logic of

18

4,r more relevant than any

Progressivism and its

history or any literature. jhe..very 1Ogic of

requirement of relevance,

therefore, tends to be

and even the science Curriculum.
corrosive of the traditional liberal arts

Since much of

that curriculum .. is not

of demonstrable

utility,

and

a

numbers of students,
considerable part of it clearly bores aubstantial
this logic, why students should be required
one Can well ask, according to
American
During the latter part- of'the 1960's and 1970's,
studY it.

.educators had considerable

difficulty responding

because they

arguments precisely

to

tended

convincingly tO these

accept

their

utilitarian

premiaes.

Not only

do

vocational

prestige in American

subjects,

broadly defined,

have

greater

schools than in Western Europe-and Japan; but, at

that education should
the same time, progressive ideas and beliefs

be

thoroughgoing transformation of the
_useful have tendeeto produce a more
boundaries in.America
traditional.curriculum and traditional disciplinary
Greek, disaPpeared early

than elsewhere. .Latin and

from'American high

and grammatical drills.
schdols - as did emphases upon penmanship

'Ameri-:

developing new 'useful' and 'relevant' curri&
_can Schools led the way in
as .a partial substitute for
ulum in the emergence of social studies

40,C,ins tpeiA041.opment of new
histo y, geography and moral instructiOn4
.

"scien e".courses

whichrdttempted t& break down disciplinary boundaries
,

between Physics and
.

the eme

ence

oi

chemistry
or biology, and at,the collgge level,.in
\
,

o

business

commeg'Ce.'

And while

gulf. between
1

recent*yeara, we-do riot know
.America and 'Europe. has Closed sOmewhat in
of any Eu opean

cOuntryre

an Undergraduate specializing in business

studyingrilistoryor mathematics.
would enjoy:\as high a statqsas a stdent
4

yt
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'

frequently called
in Japan, Germany and.the Soviet Union, educatorS are
N'

a .'good' eduCationand a .vocational

upon to persuade the public' that

excellence.ancPutility) are not necessarily incom-

education (or. that

.

patible.

in America;

replbr,

by: c9.1.44s..t____Puch_.e.0,Ortati_o_na____ami_not
/

necessary..

A final/American value with important

Individualism and Authority.

By this, we ---mean the belief

implicationa for education is individual*(m.

.,,

11

I

that. a society's worth depends on the[extent to. which individuals can
/
,
Such fulachieve such personal goals as happiness or fulfillment.19
/
62
fillment, moreover, is not usiially seen as resulting 'from working for
.

,

,

of the
collective or societal goals (asvit'is 'in the official ideology
/

Rather,

Soviet Union).

the thrust

/

lb,

canhOt

fulfillment or hapiiness

\

Of individualism is that

.

roads to

Liberals and

be .socially_ presctibed.

\
\

individUalism - and
conservatives_have not always/agreed on the Meaning of

particularly on the role qf government in safeguarding ot reducing indi/

vidual freedom.:;

Buveven conservatives, unlike their European counter_ /

parts, have not dissehted

from the American impatienice' with tradition'

/

and eMphasis

upon

Americans are

14novation..20

not merely tb follbw tradition.

kind,

to

innovate,

Children are, encouriged to strike out,

on their, own add, to stand on their own-two feet.

tually any

supposed

especially governmental

And authority of Vir-

authority, is

seen as poten-

tially threatening to freedom and to individual autonomy..

Several distinctive_featutea_Ja.Ametican 'education_suggeat_the_
impaCt of individualistic valueS.

llbre than other people, Americans have'
,

i

individualistic
tehded to see the primary goal.of 'schooling in essentially

fulfillment or selfterms: to help them get'a job, to achieve personal

t,

21

instrument to mold 'citizens or to teach a
realization rather than as an
Especially in recent decades, Americans have
commOn body oficnow/edge.21
ttnded to

view

objectives.

siZhooling

as: a "resource"

In/much of-the rest

ot

which helps meet

their own

Efie indugt-fial world, on the other

education should awaken in the
hand, import nt stress is placed,upon how
relationships to a community
individual a sense of his.participation in and
and a tradition,

as in France, for example.

seems extraordinarily

Such a sense.of obligation
where

powerful in Japan,

loyalty

tp

the

school

loyaltS'k tw-the dociety
becomes,very much a part of developing a broader

as a whole'.

-Soviet educators

make enormous efforts

(tpough;with what

and individuality among stusuccess is unclear), to overcome selfishness
More gensocietal goals.
dents in favor of a career of collective or

been.seen as a process
erally, in virtually every society., education has
larger scheme of the
'by which the individual learns his place in-the
subofTiNation of.. the individual'

moral and material world, a process of
to societal authority.22

in American schools-today.
Some such subordination exists
*
is not, highly indiv dualized, and there remain

Learning

at least vestiges

of

-

common body of

moral maxims that virtually all

knowl dge, values and

students must learn.

school
The iledge of allegiance and the singing of

J

songs:still dramatize'the
authority.

But

if

we'

subordination

leave aside such

f the individual to a greater
special

institutions as West

resound,
arid-Annagolls,-whe-re grecegts like 'clutyt-and-thonce-still

today in contemporary
the.,rhetorlc of dutyand obligation is not much heard
spoken
Increasingly in recent decades educators have
-

American schools.

22

21

of the
of the "rights" of students as Welt,. as,their responsibilities, and
schools

obligations of

to serve students rather than the moral claims

t schools might have upon their students.3.
Individualism slapes not only the.goals of American education; it has

alsO saped itS
A

organization and structure.

High school .and

college.

'

curricula in America haV'e long,been organized into a series of' courses,
that'
each of which is evaluated' seParately by the instructor teaching

course and at jeast some Of which are elected or chosen by the individual
In corittast to the system of external sxaminations in much of

stu4enr.24
ihe rest

of

authority to

educational 'authority,

world,

and more specifically the

evaluate students, is extraordinarily decentralized.

FOr

example, in Japan, West Germany, Russia, or France a small number of
.examinatioro taken oVer a couple' Of days
'usually' anonymoug figures virtually

time and

graded by seVeral

determine one's whole educational.

In the United States, on the other hand, the.authority_to evaluate

fate.

students is spread over a substantial.number of individual teachers and
over many years,

Instead of

a

system of

relatively uniform or national academic

standards, Americans leave the job of

separating the able and the hard

working students from othera to dozens of individual teachers, each of
whom, of

standards

course,

of -his

own.

And

where Americans do ase_nat,iOnaltestsas-when-mnivefsitlia -use-SiA,.-T,L
i

g

scores to help make

admission decisions,

the tests

are quite unlike

t-

Eufopean examinations in that there is no firm benchmark of a passing or

failing Mark nor any rea6ttempt to test knowledge of the

particular

subject matter whidh has been studied and worked up for the examinations.

2 5

,

rj
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constraints on the f dedom of

A system of examinations sets severe

Much of Japanese secondary

individual LeacherMirnniVidual schools.

education, and the later years of Russian and French secondary schooling,
A

Teachers must teach the sylla

are dominated by forthcoming examinations.

Teachrng

bus and curriculum which will be tested in the examination.
methods, particularly in Japan, .tend to
II

be, those which_ it
of

will best ensure the rapid assimilation

'is

thought

large amounts- of material.

And severe.limits are placed on the students' freedom of choice. 4The

great bulk of Classroomtime must be spent prlarAg lor examinations
which are offered only in a limited number and usually rather traditional
fields of study.

change the sharp contrast between
*

Recent developments,,do little.to

system and the national

Canadian) course credft

the American (and

Over the

regional examination system of most of the rest of the world;
past twenty

years,

the

generally declined.and the amount

the

of

authority

or,.

traditional_ curriculum has

student choice increased in most

of

societies,but they have been kept severely in check by the limits iMposed

by the examination

system.

French

students

can noW offer

a' greater,

variety of subjects at their baccalaureate eX mination, German students
recently have begun to enjoy more choice in t

aubjects for their Arbitur

'(academic school final) examinations, and th

number of subjects in which

the British student can take the "A" level G heral Certificate of Education

examinations haa greatly increased.

decisions tO add new subjects

B

/

are made by national'or.central educational authorities who see themselves
sensitive
as guardians of;educational standards/and who are often acutely

to the charge that any innovation

mans a lowering of standards,

Demands

that the curriculum be made more/relevant or responsive to student needs,
C

2 3

only after well-established, eduational authorities

, are met

have placed their seal of approVal on theM.26
By contrast, American secondary schools and universities have become
of

veritable supermarkets

educational

qhe traditional liberal

choice.

authority.thae it enjoyed in Eutope.

arts 'currieulum never had the

Nor

educewas, its legitimacy prevented from erosion by central guardians of
,

tional standards.

-Increasingly, therefore, American education ha§ been

seen in individual stic and,anti-authoritariantermsLnot as submission
to a particular discipline or course,of study but as a series'of choices
There is' dfssatis-

made by indiViduals in acCordanee with their needs.
,

faction among many

at the disappearance

tommon course of study.

of

a

Core

curriculum and

But there are few signs of consensua as to what

that core_should be, and consensus is a prerequisite for a reversal
recent trends.

a

Ironically, both deeply held individualistic

rhe decentralized, character

of

values,and

of _Americam.educational autharity-Wi#k to

undermine attempts to prescribe a fixed course of study or an unambiguota
set oi educational standards.

-Our revieW of.the edieational implieations of some majox American
values has left us convinced

p,oth

of the importance of these values in
,

shaping the American educational system and
One might

say that,

compared

to

people in ,other advanced industrial'

societies, Americans have held different
:\

of their .distinctilieness.

cultural.assumptions about what

education is for and what its outcomes should be.

Ameticans have tended

1to see education as a means to.an'end rather than as a good in itself,
_have been far.less overawed by the prestige of high culture than Europeans
and have been reluctant to prescribe in any detail what any "well-educaEed"

25

.

edU6ted" Person should know.

They have seen schooling both asra way to

,

and'as a way of achieving
athieve success And mobility for each individual
'Viewed separately, of tourae, none of these

a.mOre egalitarian society.

values are clearly
beliefs is'distinctive, but seen as a complex, these
distinguishable ftom those hell' by much of the rest

of the world'.

let

the American values and the:U.S.
us illustrate this theme by contrasting

which little has been
educ tional system with those of societies .about
,

said thus,far, the Soviet Union and Japan.
Soviet Educational Values.

The:''SoViet Union and the United. States:.

larities: both ate societies born out of

have a number of apparent

to,distadce themselves from prerevolution which consciously dtteMpted
.

,

vious tradition;

nd dignity

both..value egalitarinism and emphasize the importance

both haw-instrumental ,viewa of

man; and

comion

of :the

..

.

.

jay

schooling so-th3t-Lvocational-education

.

giaetei-official -pres-tig-e----7,
.

Soviet-.educators made a conscious effort to

:

than in Western Europe:27

.

cripple the

the 'traditional

preStige .of
\

.

4'espect for manual

..

1

..\

.1

abor and forotechdical

curriculum

And

increaee

to

and Vocational skills.

,

At

I

the previous ten&-'.
the same time, there were drastic.attempts tio reverse

students from uniVersi.ency towards the virtual exclusion of low status
excluding
tieskby a, policy of favoring the children of manual workers Bald

the children of former businessmen.

In this early period, much of the

language of Soviet edutators is reminiScent

of:AmeriCan progressivism -

I

and of John Dewey in particular.28
own the

barriers

There was 4 strong thrust to break

'between life and eduCation and between

.work, and.to abolish

school 'and

the'el4 disciplines in favor of a newer imterdisci-

plinary curriculum.

0

26
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that the Soviet system has retreated
It.seems quite clear, however,
values. Stalin restored
earlier commitment to these
a great deal from its
and ended much of the experimentathe traditional disciplinary boundaries
-----Krushchev
----- 1920s-with the integration of school and work.
_tion of the
labor for univeristy students, but
attempted to revive compulsory manual
to have failed.29

this effort seems

In pedagogical style and in curri

Soviet system is deeply hierarchi
culum content indeed, the contemporary
teaching methods
'little dhoice in what they study,
Students have
cal.

student participation,

do notencourage
prescriptiye and

toface nature,

centrally determined.'

and

the curriculum

Examinations, though

is highly

of a face

to prestidetermine admissibn to a university, but ac'cess

gious institutions

-

privileged
remains'strongly-connected to possession of

with its stress upon
The implicit values of the Soviet system,
of the
rather close to those of the Europe
authority and hierarchy, are.
statuS.

U.S.30
1950s and far removedfrom the contemporary
The greatest difference between-Soviet

,

educational values and those

clearly the ttress upon collectivism as
of Western Europe and America is
repeatedly thee their first objective
Soviet eaucators stress
an ideal.
of socialist man.
live uP to' the ideal
is to make Soviet citizens who
the collectivity uppermost in.his
The ideal citizen keeps the welfare of
sacrifice individual interest-on behalf
mind and is constantly willing to
the perable
Soviet children are taught
of that ,greater gOod.
,

ather was concealing
twelveyearold boy who, on discovering that- his
defiance,of laws requiring collectivize,
his own private plot of land in
add, saw
authorities and, it is hatdly necessary to
tion,.informed the

his father executed

for the offense.

Such shunning 'of otherwise.adMi
:

27

the collective exempli
rable filial piety in favor of a higher duty to
'fies Soviet virtues.31
to
such explicit moral teaching, Soviet schools try

In addition to

harness the energies
the

importance of

collective

There _is_ competition

within

individual competition.

with their work.

the

of

peer

group

to

rather than
classes

impress

students with the

their own selfish interest.

of 'students

as

by rows

well

as

Able students are expected to help those failing

There is a close articulation between school clubs and

societies and the nationwide organizations

of

Soviet youth:

the Young

Pioneers and the Komsomol.

this system in
Reports by Western observers of the effectiveness of

In the early

deal.
instilling loyalty to the collective vary a great

highly effective
1960's, Bronfennbrenner described what he claimed was a

in support of school
system for enlisting the energies of the peer group
and official goals.

He argued that in America,

by contrast, there had

youth since World War
been a massive erosion in society's control over
II: family, youth organizations,

and school organizations

having lost

American youth were, in the
their effectiveness with the result that most
early 1960's,

aimless and

bored.32

Quite explicitly,

Bronfennbrenner

youthful energies
points out the Soviet Union as a model of how to enlist
for societal goals.

fluently
Hedrick Smith, on the other hand, who both spoke Russian
schools, paints a very different picture
. and whose children went to Soviet

of the system in the mid 1970s.33

Smith reports that older students hold,

system as other Soviet
as cynical an attitude toward the Russian school
.

,citizens hold concerning
though the

other Soviet institutions.

-

He notes that al

official prestige system rewards students who

(

28

support

the

informal
practice of informing on other students who break school rules,

Smith argues

prestige among students is not allocated on this basis.
that the ideal qualities

of the new Soviet man have little

to how Soviet youth behave with each

other.

resemblance

The'dffference between

Smith and Bronfennbrenner may reflect a ten year gap between the visits
of the two men; but it may also arise from the fact that, Bronfennbrenner

selected by the educational authorities.

was confined to classrooms

We

tend to think the Smith's account conforms more closely to current realities.34

We think it reasonable, therefore, to speak of the Soviet system as
one which. is

questionably effective in transmitting its key values and

which is characterized by a large gap between official values.and implicit
values.

The' fierce

cOmpetition

among Andividuals

universities, the authoritarian character

for

admission

to

of teaching methods, the rela-

tive lack of discretion and choice in thecurriculum for students - all
display an implicit message which is rather different from the official
values of the Soviet system.

Japanese Educational Values.

The Japanese educational system pro-

vides an instructive contrast to both the Soviet and the American.

What

is perhaps most notable about the Japanese system--and this seems true
of Japanese industry as

well

as Japanese educational

institutions--is

the amount of cooperative and selfless behavior which is married to a
fierce competitive spirit,
Westerners.

a combination which seems

In a number of respects,Aronically,

contradictory to

Japanese school chil-

dren display the qualities that the Soviet system hopes to encourage in
their students.

29
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for example,

Japanese schools,

Students and teachers are

have

no

janitorial

staff.35

role in cleaning
expected to play the major

serving- lunchtime

buildings and

virtually

meals.

The

more able

students

are

students with
do), help the less &pit
expected to (and by all accounts
their work.

Japanese school chilAren, furthermor,

(school)
when they can don
.
tus."36

High levels

of

weekly school.assemblies

"yearn for the day

identity and sta
uniform which gives them

participation in school clubs

and societies,

messages
where songs are sung and inspirational

life
friendship'g made in schdol for later
importance
of
read, and the
school spirit are
school solidarity and
evidence
that
all these are

the Soviet Union or the contemporary
stronger in Japan than 'in either
system, with its fierce competition
United States. Even the examination
secondary schools or universities, does
for scarce places at prestigious
not appear

to

undermine peer

examinations are

classroom or

school solidarity77

national so that it is theoretically

he

possible, though

Further
particular school to pass.
the
students
in
a
unlikely, for all
,
own failure
American grading system, one's
more, unlike the case of the
Japanese school children
success.
acquaintance's
an
does not imply
school, their
the honor and glory of their
to
work
for
are encouraged
examinations.
class and their family in these
the premises
educational system is A good example of
The Japanese
of purpose
_
_
section: that official statements
introduced
this
with 'Which we
ideals
significant guide to the messages and
are
a
much
less
or objectives
values of the culture
the longstanding
conveyed by school systems than

as a whole.

During the American occupation, Japan

30

promulgated a new

29

Fundamental Law of Education which replaced the

objectives of "loyalty

distinctly progt8ssive
and filial piety" and "national unity" with the

ideals of "full development
and "independent spirit."38

emphasis n rights,
changed to
cooperation.

of

the personality,"

"individual dignity,"

The emphasis on duties was replaced with an

on nationalism and patriotism was

and the stress

a new emphasis upon

the United

Nations and International

radically decenUnder American pressure, the schools were

traliZed and elected local boards were established,

much of-the tradi-

American style social studies,
tional "morals" curriculum was replaced by
the text was much critiand the traditional teaching method of dictating

cized and officially abandoned.39

In the early years of the Occupation,

the Japanese, who were in no position to resist

of these and other recommended

changes (with the notable exception of

---

the Romanization of

the

blished, comprehensive

embraced virtually all

alphabet).40

high schools

Junior high schools were esta-

began to replace the old separate

radically revamped,
vocational and academic' schoola, *the curriculum was

and new educational

ideals
objectives reflecting these more progressive

were drawn up.

decentralization of
Some,of the American influenced proposals--the
high.schools, the abolition
education, the establishment of comprehensive
of the

teaching Td Japanese mythologywere Virtually

disappeareAT'ShOrtly after the Occupation ended.

stillborn

and

Othersthe recommenda-

of access to higher education for junior high schools, the broadening
adopted enthusiastically and
tion, the introduction of coeducationwere
But a number of proposals whiCh
are now successfully institutionalized.
are embraced by the Japanese have come

to

be interpreted An a

rathe'r

advocates envisioned.
different spirit.than what their original,American
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courses was the establishOne of the innovations in the.social studies
hut that discussion has remained a
ment of discusSion of social issues,
than an airing of diverging,
search for,the "correct" position rather
only by the
It is still likely to be dominated not
points of view.41
the approved textbook'chosen by
teacher but by the position advonated in
the Ministry of Education in Tokyo.

No doubt teaching gtyles did become

in the post-war period;

more flexible

but even as late as the early

and students were
1970s many teachers dictated from the text
memorize vast AMounts of Material.

expected to

At the beginning of the first class

classrooms still rise and
period, furtherMore, students in many
"Good morning, teacher,"

chorus

thank the
and at the end rise again, bow, and

teacher for the lesson.
versally arranged in rows

Student desks in Japan are still almost unirather than in circles or in horseshoes; and

teacher desks remain on raised platforms

symbolfZing their high

authority.42
conveying very different
Implicitly, therefore, Japanese schools are

messages to their

by American
students than those which were intended

progressive educators during the Occupation.

They imply what, to American

high level of deference to authority:
eyes at leaSt, is an extraordinarily
a sense

that

the

individual has

very serious

obligations towards the

he may indulge in private
,community,"the society and. the School before
interests.

are very

There is

Japanese children
some evidence furthermore, that

satisfied with this

particular regimen and.that they believe

what they are taught.43
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SySTEMS,
THE STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL

The Cont,rol of Educational Systems

educational
One way to compare the locus of power, and control in

for different
systeMs would °be to provide a kind of organizational chart
Thus, in centraliged systems, decisions could be shown flowing

countries.

Education to regional
down the organizational hierarphy fiom Ministers of
then
adMinistrators to-school superintendents (or their equivalent) and

to teachers and their students.

In decentralized systems, a more,complex

least,
model could be presented showing how, in theory at

grass roots
Rut

day-educational decisions'.
support at,the local level affects, day to

we think "such a

formal approach is--often misleading as a guide to how

formal point of
important decisions are actually made., From'a strictly

elected and American
view, for example, Japan c. 1950, with its'locally

inspired-school boards,
States in its

was as decentralized a system as,the United

educational decisionmaking.44

Even by that time, how

the Ministry of Education, although
ever, .afective power had reverted to

school,board elections continued to be held.

rather offer
Instead of thig fortal approach, therefore, we would
jUdgements concerning the effective

locus of power in such matters

school organization, curriculum and personnel policies.

as

Viewed in this

stand out as highly centralized
way, the Soviet linion, Fiance and Japan

systems where virtually every
the natiOnal level.

important'dducational decision is made at

England and Germany, though very different from one

cootrol.
another,-are cases of mixed local, regional and central
.

.

And in

stands, with much
this respect (as in so,many others), the United States

.-
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perhaps
of Canada, virtually alon"e at the other end of the continuum, as
control
the only remaining example----of an educational system where local
°

Although the d

is usually decisive.

sions of state and federal courts,

in recent years, have increasingly had at
and other matters,

impact on standards, funding,

considerable loc'al and popular control is still evi-

dent.

decisions is centralo the extent that power to make elicational
opinion, is minimized.
ized, the role of parents and of local c mmunity
criticized to their
In the Soviet Union, for example, parents are often
the child
face by teachers for their child's shortcomings--for allowing

to stay up late, or for failing to insist on homework.

In considerable

of parents
part, this relationship reflects-the-rela iVely weaker power

and the greater prestige of teachers

th4t seems to be associated with

JapaneseSoViet atid French teachers are In fact

centralized systeMs.

civil servants, paid a

enjoy, ton-

Salary:by, the ceAtral government and

Community control.45

Teachers'

mobility.
career paths often involve cOnsiderable geographic

A French

,

siderable independence from parental or

secondary teacher,

for example,

small provincial town as one

of

might expect

to

begin a

career in a

tWo subject matter 4ecialists in the

head, and end
school, rise gradually in a series of jobs to department
largest sehool in a big
a career as a vice principal or principal in'the

city in another part of the country.46

In these respects, the teacher

of the
lives in the community but is not, in the American sense,, a part
community.
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also centrally deterIn these three societies, the curriculum is
-.mined.

is made to create
In Japan, for.example, a ,gredt deal of effort
tt

,

then becomes the official'
the best and most "objective" textbook which

textbOok for a particular courge .of

study throughoUt Japan.

Textbooks

and throughand curriculum guides are siMilarly uniform throughout France
,

out the Russian republic.
choice; teachers

and

It is not only the students yho have little

principals

have

also

little

control

over

the

curriculum.

when it
Central control of education means that educational change,
A 'great deal of this.'planning

occurs, is likely to be planned change.

has taken place in Europe in the last 25 'years.47

While the expansion of

the extraordinarily
American four year colleges after World War II and

vocational schools was, in
rapid growth of junior colleges and private
conside able part,

a market response

to

student demand,

the European

by professional educational
expansi n of higher education has been shaped
and technical schools were
planners. New universities, polytechnics
countries a national
created.after World War II as part of what was in many
plan of, educatiOnal expansion.48

educational needs

as

well

as

Planners' conceptions of likely future

political ,pressures and .student demands

much of Western Europe.
helped-shape the expansion of higher education in

Planners' projections were

frequently wrongstudent

demands shifted,

worth studying changed,
educational fashions ,as to what was relevant and
and the huge increase in demand for college graduates,

,pated in the 1960s,

failed to materialize

which was antici-

in the' 1970s.

The British

in the painful task of
government, to take one example, is now engaged
partial or total elimination of

a

number/ Of

35

the institutions that

it'

34

created in

the

laSt

quarter

century.49

suggests

This

that hplanners

cannot necessarily forecast the future better than the market.

central educational planning has also been important in the trans-,
In virtually,every

formation of secondary education since World War II.

country, there has emerged a recognition that separate SchoOls for able
and for less able students tend to'work to the,disadvantage Of lew status
children, and

that access to

less selective.50

schools

should be demotraCzed and

made

It is not clear that these beliefs we/e held by the

Maas of the population in most countries; indeed, there is considerable
evidence from a number of countries of deeply felt opposition to the aboli-

tion of the old separate college preparatory schools anditheir replacement

In Large part, educa-

by comprehenSive schools on the American model.

tional change in centralized systems does not originate

from,.popular

opinion as much as from theories about how to ach1e4e equality of access
or to discover ."talent."

Centralized systems provide a greater role for

educational experts and educational plannefs and

/to

the ideas and :theo-

,

ries of intellectuals than do decentralized systems.J1
In most
contrast.

of these respects, the U.S.

America does

not

have

a ,federal/ system

education as much ai local control:
secondary schools are
elected school boards.
over half

of

creatures

offers the greatest possible

of

of, influence

over

In a very real sense, primary and
local, government and

f

popularly

Local property taxes coniinue to supply slightly

all elementary and

secondary

school revenues, with the

wealthier districts contributing rather'higher percentages and the poorer

districts rather loker percentages.

In recent decades, this percentage

has been reduced (even more sharply in Canada).

State and federal,gO'Vern-

ments have greatly increased their influence%over education, particularly
,
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in the areas of,minority education, busing, and in the education of the
handicapped.52 ,But

although the

0

:sta6es

and

training

control \teacher

I

specify curricular . guidelinesI they do not employ teachers
,

fire principals.

or hire or

Nor do they,usually decide'wheiher sex education should

be taught in the school or whether.Lady Chatterly's Lover should be in
the librerY.

In a,way thet would be incomprehensible to most Europeans

and Japanese,

many American high

school principal§

worry least

must

their teachers be foundin compromising positions- and tan: be, faced with

demands 'from angry parents for their 'abrupt' dismissal

on

grounds

of

moral turpitude.

Local control tends to

be-associated with low status.of teachers.,

American teachers are believed to be nswerable to the local community
and 4m.rents in particular both for their own and their, students' "conduct
and performance.
American teachers

In contrast to Frenchor Jepanese-teachers, contemporary
suffer

routinely- seem to

from harrengues

of

angry

parents', even if demands for their behavioral and morel conformity are

case in the past.

And although, in large

cities, bOth the pay and professional autonomy

of teachers are somewhat

less exacting-than was the

more favorable, 'given the

current condition of local finances and

the

public's current disillusionment with schooling, the' prospects for Amerl
can teacher§ nationwide can only be .described as dismal.53

.

Local control of education has.aiso accentuated the utilitarian and
vocational emphasis described earlier.

high schools has long been noted.

The vocational.thrust of American

In theiFrstudy of J1Uncie, Indiana; in

the'l920s, for example, the Lynds' 'poInted'yfut that, perhap's becuse of

,

7

'the higher \,wages

they

could

command

oUtsade,

vacational and

'shop'

teacherswerp paid more than the rest of the teaching Staff and that it
\ 17?

was the vOcational curriculum which was most stressed by the school on'
.t

civic and cerkmonial .occasiona.54

AlthoUgh these tendencies haVe been

reduced in recent decades;,, as smaller schoal districts have been consoli.

dated into larg r .ones and cosmopalitan ideas previously restricted to

,..,the large,

citie

have spread-throughout the.society, large numbers of

high sChools mus6, still gain local political support fot scarce

evenues

4

by stressing how Itheir educational programs are useful in a quite specific vocational S41se.. American schools must justify and explain their

lot 1 business elites whose view of education is likely to

activiti
be more

rrowly Tocational than that of the national'eliteto Which more
e

centralized syste4s.appeal.

The decentralization of the American system finally makes long range

educational planning or even a national educational policy.difficUlt if
not impossible.

It is both significant and ironic, for example, that we

are presenting this paper.in Washington and not in Springfield, Illinois,
-

Jackson, MiSsissippi,

or Austin, Texas.

Educational expertise-and-new
o

,edUcational ideas are' concentrated in this-country,.as elsewhere, in the
,.same places

cities, in

as expertise and new knowledge in general:
the

central government,

in

in the

the major universities.

large
State

goyernments (with the conspicuous exception of California),do not routinely commission papers on high school physics in Russia or in Japan.55

Whatever many virtues they may possess, state.capitals

(unless they are

in the largest city) are not usually full of Oe best educational talent

in that particular state, still less in the, nation as a whole.

The

irony, of course, is that the states and the local communities have the
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certification xequirements

power-L introduce such innovations as mew

for high school teachers of science -or to require that all student's MUst

study a foreign language in order

take a serious mathematics .course or

to graduate from high school..

Thus,

there. are severe limits

in,

the

--0

extent to Which.national

United States can

educational problems

be addresed nationally.56

Selectivity of Educational Systems

Compared with virtually all other induStriai societies, the United
t

States has an extraordinarily non-selectilYe educational system.
Unfted States

In the

(and virtually nowhere else until very recently), it is

possible f r' a mildly .persistent

but

singularly untalemted student to

complete high school, attend-a two year ccollege, tranSfer to a four year,
Virtually every other society

institution and obtain a hathelor's degree.

placeS a series of checkpoints, along this path so. as to screen oue the,-

lesS ble-or determined students.
examinations reerider

university place.

In Britain and France, a series

it unlikely that such a

of

student would achieve a

In the unlikely event that this occurred, examinations

at universities would

screen

out

the, student

before

graduation.

In

Germany or Japan, furthermore, this hypotheti4l student would probably
not'be admitted. to the aademic preparatory

secondary school, and thus,

would have almost nO chante to attend a non-vocational higher educational
institution.57
But this

exaniple

oversimplifies

a

complex matter.

The

contrast

between the American and Canadian sysNss and those of most other societies
-

.in this.regard is really three-fold.

First, the American sYstem permits
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students to remain in the, system 'for:
or encourages high Tercentages-of
erect
Second, the American system tends riot to
lOng periods o 'time.
low status education either in
clearly markedj boundaries between high and
the form of

sepa'ate schools

within schools.

cir

in the form -of impermeable divisions

Fi ally,.the American system tends to select by attrition

rather than'examinati n.

American students tend to drop out as often as

they are flunked oUt.
'Although America remains

considerably ahead of the rest of the world,

in schooling; the differences
in the number of years that students spend
have narrowed dramatically.

'Japan and the Soviet Union, for example, now

The expan-

completion.58
approach or equal American, rates for secondary
,

sion of higher

more
education_ in virtually all countries has been even

so that ,by the end: of the 1970'e a

rapid,than in the United States,

the 25% rate of attennumber of countries began to approach or surpass

dance achieved by the

U.S.

in the mid-1966's.

In much ofEurope. and

institutions has
Japan, the size of, the more prestigious

greatly, -in-'

150,000 students.
creased--Rome as the most extreme example, now has over

how students are
This expansion has been accompried by changes in
selected.

Early selectidn for an

academic secondary school has, been

either postpOned or abolished entirely.
and Sweden,

have

adopted

a

Some societies, notably England

comprehensive

secondary

model

in.

which

Others, like Japan, have kept

selection occurs within the'institution.

secondary school and
the division between the academic,- more prestigious

the Nbcaeional school but have introduced
junior high school years.

In v

comprehensive schoola for the

ually all societies, furthermore, there

4o
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0
of-students enrolled in schoolS
haa been an expansion in the rrcentage
college oriented.. At the secondary
or curricula which are,academically or
the problem- of

as well as the postsecondary level,
addressed partly .by

take the same kind

to

alrowing more students

selection has been
of

the small minority.
curriculum that we's previously reserved for

American system and
Despite this evidence of'convergence between the

differences remain profound.
the rest of the industrtalized world, the
of
almost everywhere, but the process
Access has been democratized
democratization remains controlled by

xaminations Which imply the exist

,

0

ence'of

agreed upon academic

kinds

between *different

that boundaries

institutions

curricula Within

in turn, ;mean

Examinations,

standards.

between

institutions. and

of

are, relatively

impermeahl .

At

first

England.-,4y resemble'Ameri'
siiht, far example, comprehenaive achoOls in
can comprehensiVe

Of rigid'divisions between
the difference
and the

:Certainly.they, aim; tO. overcome

sthools.59

curricula and students which characterized

between the old academic preparatory

'sec-c3iiaary modern'

the. kind

s

.

''gramMar'

schools

But between one third -and half of

schools ase preparing fordthe
the student body in the new cobprehensive
relatively prestigious
the remainder .for

Education, and

sometimes
for

for no examination.
preparation

for

The difference

these

two

in the

examinations

is

whole--in Math,
And since the curricula are different as a

Engaish, Historyk and
,

Certificate in Secondary

the much less preatigious

,curricula appropriate
substantial.

andt
Ckneral Certificate of Education Examination

languages--they are

difficult

to

move

betWeen.

40

which is characteristic
Thi§ tendency toward impermeable boundaries
visible'in higher education. Ameriof examination based systems is also
exception'. of Harvard, allow the
can universities, with the conSpicuous
institution to anot er.
ready transfer of courses and credits from one
Thus, students

sharply Upward in educational prestigef o

can move

commUnity college to

the, (probab
a major state university, because of

at both inst
fictional) assumption that an introductory biology course
and
In the American and Canadian system, courses

tutions is comparable.

with minor exceptions, is accepted
credits are a kind of currency, which,
But

virtdally everywhere.

elsewhere,

West Germany, transferring between

Difficult and detanding
Japanese case) or before

with the possible

exception

of

instiEutions tends to be difficult.60

ekaminationd either before

admisSion

(in *the

graduation; separate .the more prestigiOus insti7

educational standards, standards
tutions from others as guardians Of high

which would be
Because of

threatened by easy movement from lesser institutions.
the existence

of examinations,

therefore,

selectivity

America.
takes on a different character outside North

Courses and 'credits

'the knowledge or
'create a system of equivalence .of

skills acquired at

within the same institudifferent institutions or by different students
course, but they do not
of
Differences in prestige exist,
tions.
between institutions in other
approach the sharpness of the differendes
often tend to be associated with
nations. Examinations, by contrast,
institutions and sharp distinctions
almost caste-like divisions between
for prestigious examinations
between those students who are preparing
and those ,who are

not.

when the old
Thus, in Ontario.in the 1960's

42
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British inspired secondary school examination system was still in place,

divisions between tracks or streams of the high school were equivalent

to the division between separate schools.61

'With the replacement

of

examinations by a course credit system, the boundaries between academic
and vocational tiacks were reduced.

All these

differences

are

differences.

of

degree,

not

kind.

of

Community colleges, for example, complain that their unique mission is
not sufficiently appreciated and that they are regarded merely as inferior

kinds of colleges.

American high school students eArolled in primarily
,

vocational courses may feel that there are virtually cate-like divisions
(
.

between theM .and the

.

s. tudents

who will be

.

.

'

The

gbing bn to: cbllege..

»American system of education exhibits a hierarchy of prestige.. Some. Amer-

ican students still feel excluded from any activities that are highly
lvalued, many students fail tb make the grade in their freshman year, in

college, and in some states a goodly proportion fail high school equivalency exaMinations.
But the contrast with Japan, France or England is still significant,'
In all

theSe

societies,

the hierarchy

of

educational prestige

among

institutions and between curricula is more clear cut than in the United
States.

And perhaps psychologically more important, the experience

failure And exclusion is more prevalent.

of

Not only are students excluded

(some choose to exclude themselves)' from schools Or tracks which prepare

for particular examinations, but examination failure is common.
percentage pass

every hurdle and'\graduate with high honors

Universities of Cambridge, Oxford or the Sorbonne.

A tiny

from the

But.the great majority

fail at some (usually rather early) point in this iourney and learn in a

rather unambiguous way that "they are.not good enough."

These blows to

42

-

selfesteem are the

price paid

of

system

by

high selectiv ty and
i

1
unambiguous 'educational st4ndards.62
....,-.

1

JDUa30fEAND.:*PLICATIONS

Comparing! thetrard-omes

of ,;dif ferent

educational: systems is rather

the differences in sele-ctivity
like comparing apPles end oranges./ First,
of educational attainment between
that we have noted make any comparisons
the U.S.

and

other countrieS

example, comparing mathemat/cs

very difficult.

In

the

mid:1960s,

for

achieVement among 17 year olds. in Germany,

less
compering the achievement of somewhat
France, and the U.S. imvolved
in/
Germany with:somewhat over 70%
than'20% of the age 'group in France and

the age group in the U.S.

,Mid-i960s!
Mdst American 17 yeer_olds'in the

In Tuch
to study mathematics.63
continued to io;e in school and continued
fewer 17 year olds were in school at
of Europe, 'on the other hand, far
no longer studyingmathematics
all, and of those that remained many were
subjects.
having started to specialize in other

of college students is even
Comparing the performance or achievements

more difficult.

One

cannot

compare the

achievements

of

students in

and whereell students have
universities which are both highly- selective
achievement of students in
specialized early and intensively with the
_Which system
typicallinon-selective American four year-institutions.
one's-,values and on how one ranks the various
one prefers depends on
goods" of equal access,

opportunity, intensive

specialization, general

education. and educational.stendards.

Second, comparisons

treacherous because
of different countries are

in different
educational objectives are weighted differently

NI\
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societies.

.
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example, as it was.
It has become fashionable in the last few years, for
fashionable in

the

1950s,

to

lament

the decline

of literacy.64

Fre-

or, jargonquently, this seems to mean ihe increasing-use of inelegant
\
grammatical
laden phrases\as well as the,increasing incidence of grotesque

or spelling errors.

Jrench or .British or German students, it is often

said, are vastly superior in this

regard.

But while this

is perhaps

educatrue, it is also quite misleaing because it assumes that American

tion, and American society, in
on cultivated and

general, places as Aigh a relative value

elegant speech and Writing as do, these other socie-

Outside of relatively 'Small literary circles and a few prestigious

ties.

universities, however, this seems hardly the case.
do not

(as

T.V., literary
a French president-recently did) appear on a

game show to demonstrate their knowledge of poetry.

ment of style,

platforms or in our classrooms.
time writing

Elegance and refine-

as John Simon a 4 William Safire point out virtually
or emulated in our media on public

every week, are noeswidely pract

write esays

American.presidents

\Ame ican students spend little if any

pre6is- bf the work, of
whose evaluation depends

famous

authors

and infrequently

upon their claritY and elegance.

Closely related to this theme is the problem of standards in American

educaelbn and the difficulty of compariu systems where standards are
essentially imposed upon schools by external examinations with systems
where standards must arise out of myriad decisions of individual teachers
ohjectives that
balancing the cla-ims of academic rigor'with all the other

-they wish_evaluation tb accomplish.
Iriiccduniability of teachers
_

For all the, current rhetoric about

and Schools, it

is far from clear against'

_

-

.re

Which standatds American teachers can Or should evaluate students since
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or high achievement are universally

no external criteria of excellenc

La king such an external standard, vir-

accepted -or even available.65

evaluator'are the actual
tually all that remains for the g idance of the

achieVements of a teacher's curre t stUdents and the remembered achieVe--

ments oLprevious students.
tends to

a moving one,

be

rises and falls.
of

not merely

The Anerican standard of grading, therefore,

risi g and falling as

student achievement

And these grads, of course, must serve the function

evaluation but

a

o

of motivation:

could hardly be acheived by failing one-third of

an objective which
the student body as

many examinations in other countries routinely do.
academic Standards
If we define excellence as the maintenance Of high

(and that is.one, thbugh a

limited,'definition), one could say that the

whole thrust.of the American.educational

such as giVinvencouragenient

Other values,

direction.

system ie.in a rather different

to theayerage

community. demands
-etudent, motivating the less able student, and meeting

in America over
for useful knowledge, have historically taken precedence
standards against
Ole Maintenance of' centrally determined and'unyielding
which both students and schools could be measured.

Consider, for example,

the likely reaction if faculty at leading universities

were, to devise

students at unselective
and perhaps even grade examinations for college
.

universitiee, community colleges or high schools.

Yet, this or something

and several contirather close to it,. is standard procedure in England
nental European countries where the maintenance of

standards is of great

importance.
.For all' these reasons,

ment in different

therefore, comparisons of educational achieve-

societies' are extraordinarilysdifficult..

Since it is

1

our understanding

that

others -.Arereporting on

these differences, we
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simply note here that such comparisons are generally not to the advantage
of the

UIS.

even after adjustments have been made for selectivity.66

In achievements

in

science and mathematics,

in

particular,

American

students fall behind those of most other industrialited countries and a

considerable way behind Sapan, a country which manages

to achieve not

only high achievement levels for the minority'of gifte&students but high
average achievement as well.67
If achievement levels

ift American schools are generally low by com-

parison with those in other industrialized societies,,this may reflect
differences in both Curriculum and in the amount of homework assigned.68

By coMparision witli the Soviet Union and Japan, American students tend
to spend relatively few classroom hours'studying the sciences in a sys-

temmatic-way-, far less time in-mathematics, and appear to

be assigne&

perhaps half as much homework as' Japanese and Russian. students.69

And

,while comparisons with countries which encourage earlier specialization

'are highly problematiciit appears that here, too; American high SchOol
of mastery'

students Ao not work Very hard'and attain rather lowaeveas

.

of most subjects.
In considerable

part, ,as, we

have

repeatedly

emphasized,

these

differences result from cultural eMphases and the organization of American

education rather than 'Irom what might be

considered a failure in the

system itself to deliver what it promises it can deliver.

Thus, it would
A

be foolish for us to become righteously indignant because French or British

students achieve

levels of literary proficiency while ignoring the

fact that French middle class adults, by comparison with Americans, are
singularly incapable of a simple home repair.

We can deplore the pragmatic

values which produced these different outcomes, but it seems profitless to
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claim that the schools are failing uihen such

"failure" reflects.long-

standfng priorities and preferencea tn American culture.

Criticisms of

the relative absence of foreign languages in Amerian schools, for-example,

often .seem .to ignore the fact of a more general societal lack of inter-

est in events occuring outside,the English speaking world:as well as the

lack of kInd of obvials immediate Utility that, ,for example: a foreign
language has

for

a

No doubt Americans

typical Dutchman.70

Should

be

less insular than they are, andsit 3.6. distressing to.find evidence which

suggewea that they have, become less rather

than more internationally

But it is rather unreasonable to blame our

minded in the'last 10 years.

for placing

educational system for reflecting societal insularity and
its priorities in direCtions ehat most people prefel..71

-

At the same time,.however, we do not believe that all of these dif0
.

ferences in achievement and in what appears

to

academic effort on the American side can.be thus

be a relative lack of
"explained away."

We

have stressed differences in emphases and 'objectives precisely because
Americans sometiMeS forget,their 'tendency to believe that the grass is
greener somewhere else, and'to think that' all educational 'objectives' can

be simultaneously maximizedl equality and academic standards, high culture and praetical skills, "discovery learning" and acquisition Of vase
amounts of

factual

knowledge.

There

is

considerable

and

disturbing

' evidence, however, that, in'important respectsi-seeondary education in.the
U.S. has deteriorated significantly in the last 25 years,.with the possible

result that the gap between ourselves and other industrialized.societies
has widened.

The major evidence,for the argument that 'achievement has fallen con.

ists of changes in standardized test scores administered

/A

ov4r time to

.-
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(It is important to note here

large nulbers of high school stu6ents.72

elementary
that there is no evidence of a decline in the test scores of
.

mind throughout the
school students, a fact which should be borne in
several

of

results

The

following discussion.)

rather

sophisticated

decline
analyses .of this data indicate that there is little doubt that the
fall in levels
in SAT stores from the mid 1940s to 1980 represented a real
______

of academic

of the effeCts of

Studies

achievement.73

of

an increase

.

1970s, where
proportiorvof the ;cohort taking the test suggest that in the

cc:intent of

Furthermore,carefUl research on the

could be ap-explained.74

\

the fall

concentrated, only about one-third of

most of the decline is

,

thus, the
the tests suggeSts that they have become rather easier, and
..

h

.

n, and
teal decline isunderstated rather than Overstated.75 'In additiO
;

-.

.

,

t

scoring
potentially most. serious of all, theabsolute number of students
.

t

,,7

.

above 700 on each part of the test (verbal and mathematiCal) has,fallen
,
,_
.

,

suggestihg that the most able

.
.

,

.

.

students, asSuming they are still.taktng
.

.

thah they
the tests kwhich is not ahSolutely clear),. are Jearning less
;

Used to,76

of', other .sdurceg.

Studies
\

of

test data indicate, in

the

decline in academic achievement among high school

majority of cases

students over the same perIodT77
.

\

we'aker; but
The evidence Tor long terpThistorical trends'is much

studies of the comparative\rading ability over long periods
studies of

trends in I.Q. scores over

Of

time-and

this century have not supported

intellecwhat some conservative critics allege is a steady decline in the

tual skills of

the popUlation since the 1920s or 1930s.78

The decline

does not
ill academic achievement among high ichool students, therefore,

seem to be part of the long secular treqd, and since. elementary scores
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similarly, it. would

have not declined

"not

em'appropriate to explain
aring or early,childhood

child
the decline with reference to,changes in

experiences.79
iod suggest possible
Yet, a number of other changes over the same pe
-

There seems to

of the decline in achievemen

but partial explanations

enty-year period

the
be a decline in homework during the period over

frOM 1960 to

the present, and 4f widespread reports

of failure to do
elievea, the

be
homeWork On the part of large numbers of students are to

the extent of the decline
'decline in homework assignments may understate
in work

accomplished.80

Elective course enrollments increased greatly

there has been- a:reduction in the
over the period and it appears that
thosei, subjects 'which would be most
number of hours spent in studying
%c/
Absenteeism.rates in bigh
relevant for performance on the SAT tests.ul
did
schools,increased during the late'*sixties and early seventies,, as

reports of Student assults \upon teachers.82 'All

chareges, it

of these

LI

should be noted, took place against a background
grades'given

to

students

in high

schools

increasingly less satisfacto4 work.83

Of generally rising

for what,

apparently,

was

Thus, by this measure, at least,

question.
academic standards fell during the period in

of this report
Research currently in progress by one of the authors
the relationship betWen
indicates a number of'shifts in the character of
illuminate these
high schools and students over the past 20 years which may
gchool assemblies, prize winning ceremonies and ban-

discouraging trends.

quets have tended to

disappear or have become much less frequent than

they were in'the past.
that attendance at
fallen off.

There is somie evidence, though not Conclusive,

sporting events and try-Outs for school teams have

Membership in school clubs and

societies

seems

to

have
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declined.

example, memIn one small town school in MassachUsetts, for

1960 to rather less
bership fell from over 60% of the student body in

Many schools which were bee-

than 35% of the student body in 1979.84

in the early sixties are
hives of social activity in the late afternoon
now often virtually

deserted

by. 2:30 or

3:0Q.\

Schoolg;attempt less
-

students- than in the past,
control over the deportment and demeanor of

from such matters as running,in

corridors to twisting in One's seat in

class,:or chewing gum or smoking on school grounds..

These changes partly

schooLstudents
reflect new-conceptions of "student rights" in which high
children with
come_tobe defined much-mOre as addICS- with rights than as

the_Lreduction or narrowing

privileges.85 And 'it ,may.elLbet,1*.t

1.41

,AghtS 'symbolize ,i81 related
.scope of the school's authority that these

to a more general decline in the ability of

schools to get students te

do hoMework and to attend class.reguiftly and on time.86
these

Critics --i-uggest,

ilps conservative

changes max-reflect

the

last twenty years: a
.influence of deeply held progressive ideas over the
surrender of ttaditiOnal school aUtnority as educators

became convinced
.

'

"authOritarian" and should

that schools should be

legs :'repreasive" and

meet "students needs".

The loss of.morale and solidarity may also repre-

sent the strain of

1960s and
the extraordinary demograPhic bulge of. the

early 1970s combined with increasing retention rates.

As the market for

increasing numbers of
unskilled teenagers deteriorated, h gh schools faced

school graduates and
Students who' would not traditionally have been high

hofding operation.at
found themselves having to play a bahysitting or
--severe limits on
time when the courts and puhlic opinion were placing
c

their coerCive authority.

High schools have also became more rationalized

51
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_

amd_impersonal institutions over the last 20 years.87

The consolidation

late 1960s and
of school districts and the increased enrollments of the
-should note
early 1970s made many schools much larger--a fact which we

in. making increasing number

was probably very

important

courses possible.

Schools began tb

counselors, psppologists,

hire more

specialized

of

elective

specialists--vocational

adMinistrators--who have tended

in turn, it'
to usurp the traditional Multifaceted role Of teachers, who
extra-cutricular activities that
seems, have tended to vlthdraw- from the

were expected of them in the past.
and students,

BelatIonships between administrators

too, have tended to take on a more impersonal and:bureau-

cra ic Character,

reflecting the increase in the

size

of

the institu-

r,

n

tions, the declining

frequency

were visible to- students
increasing importance

of

cerembnies at which administragors

in other' than a disciplinary

of written rules and tegulations

-relationshipS'between ,schdols 'and- students

as

and

role,

the

_

governing the

the..,courts have become .

more involved in the life of educational iystitutions.

As a result of

all of these changes, it is likely that the school has

become for many

credit
students simplY a phySical place wherethey do work and receive
ft-it whiCh
rather than an institution to which students owe loyalty or

they feel affection.88

behavior as a
But there are also a number of changes in youthful
whole during the last two decades which help explain Some of the difficul'ties schools

have

been

facing.

Rates

of,

teenage pregnancy;

increasing contraceptive knowledge, haVe increased sharply.

crease.in drug usage has occurred and spread to earlier age

despite

Rapid ingroUps.89

Perhaps most notable of-all, a sharp increase in youthful suicide has
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_taken place, an indication perhaps of an: incr.-es-ling _disturbance in the
,

collective Psyche of American youth during ehe
Interestingly enough,

there

is

some

evidence

laSt 15 or gp years.90
(although

it

almost

is

entirely impressionistic) that similar trends in youthful behavioe are

evident in Japan, Soviet Unibii and'a number of.Western European coun.

tries.

In many of these countries, we have reports of increasing rates

of suicide, far greater rates of juvenile delinquency, sexual activity
at an earlier age, and a sharp rise in hostility towards adult authorty.

_Policy-Amplications., -The pOlicy-implicatiOna-of the-above argumenta
Are generally., diacouraging.

achievedent

first,

and

Let uS' consider the ,problem of declining
then

the problem _of

comparison§

between

America and other countries.
The causes- of

the 'decline in high school achievement in, the last

twenty years are not cle4rly understood nor, it mtAt be added, does there
f

seem to be a major- reseah effort to answer this question.
this -decline,

serious inquiry into the toot' causes of

Instead. of-

we find (as it

often the case with educational'policy)-a reliance tipon the fashionable
certainties of the present.
belief that

the

decline

can

In the current public mpod, this 'means a
be

remedied by

of

school

arid by a general abandonment of

authority, by insistence on excellence,
permissiveness.

a reassertion

Perhaps this is true, although it is difficult to point

the effects of a rather similar diagnosis made just over twenty years
ago.91

Our argument here, on the other hand, has suggested that, to

the'

extent that they are understood, the changes associated with the achieve,-

ment decline are

rather

,..,,p-tooted

an1
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largely outside

the policy-

I

Schools have indeed lost a good partfoP their

maker's direct control.

-authority-to control YOUthful behavior

and to inspire the loyalty

and;.

,

But a:good part of this decline may result frcim

affection of the young.

people will
changes in, youth as much as from changes in schools--young
4.
controls anymbre-and demand to be treated

notaccept child-like behavior
as adults.
A

Another part has Much to do with the increasing limits the

corresponding rights
courts have plated on school's coercive power and
granted to stddents.
high schools,

Finally, the increasing size and specialization of

with the effects of bureaucratization and impersonality,
efforts .13)fl schOols to. win the

have probably undercut

"students.

loyalty of new)

do not
None of theae Changes can be readily reversed and we

und,erStanding
believe that.a simple-attempt to[reassert authority without
,

the, reaaons 'why it has declinawill be.successful,
.

:.

We-do not believe. that any

clear

.

.

cut policy

teCommendatiOns

floT;
Q

from our comparative analysis.

This is not because of chauvinism on oUr

take an instituiion
art but because it =is both difficult and misleading po
,,.

or practice out

of

the

context' of

another very ,different system.

the system and

to

transfer At to

We cannot simply bortow Japanese homework

kactices, Russian mathematics curricula, or French examinations.

Each.' -

different. orgais part of a system which has different priorities and s

nization from

our, Own.

And in comparative, perspective,

America has

in this
perhaps the most unusual and most distinctive. system

regard.

Britain.
Excellence in Ametica does not'mean what it means in France or
'or achieveIn these Countries, excellence tends to mean the maintenance

in the most prestigious
ment of the high academic standards that prevail
educational in1 ltitutions.

There are national

standards against which

for example;
all can compare themselves in regular examinations.--Yeven,
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,

in such subjects as piano dr art--and standards are maintained by indi
But

viduall who are4trained in Or employed' by leading universities.

Harvard or Andover or New Trier High School do Bot play even a remotely

equivalent role in the U.S. to that played by the University of Tokyo
=

,

and the prestigious schools that prepare for its examinations in Japan.

By comparison with the rest of
multiple criteria

the industrialized world, the U.S. has

of excellende and no

clear hierarchy

excellence.

of

American community colleges are not necessarily inferior to state univer

sitlps; they have rather different
access and the acquisition of

Objectives'.

Demographic, or

equal

useful skills are more highly valued in

the U.S. than elsewhere, arid .illstitutions which sacrifice rigorous aca.
demic standards
lose support.

to

achieve these

other objectives do not necessarily

Nor do prestigious American universities, as their Japanese'

and Russian equivalents tend to do, shape,, or determine the high schOol
curriculum.

Consider, for example, as an illustration of
bofrowing institutions or

the

practices, the increasing use

complexities

of

of -statewide

examinations in conjunction with'the award of the high school diplomas.

decade, there has been a move by some states to establish

In the las

examinations for high school graduates partly in'response td concern that
the high school diploma has become devalued.

Butrthe examinations we ate

awareof bear little resemblance to the examinations in much of Europe
They appear to be oriented as, much to practical or useful

and Japan.

skills as

to

academic or intellectual mastery and (unlike 'examinations
a

40uch "of the rest of:the world) and they seem to be designed so that
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Most ,examinations

the great majority will pass them.

to have this latter

in America

seem

characteristic, which makes them less than ideally
Examine--

useful as a way of raising or setting high academie' standards.
tions designed for raising academic
of

problem of the absence

standards would likely run into the

agreed upon nation-wide 'or even

standards of excellence, opposition on

state-wide

the grounds that they discrimi-

nated against minorities, and claims that they measured skills of dubious
utility.

Differences between systems also render rather problematic proposals
to borrow

or

emulate

foreign

curricula,

especially.the

science

and

iruathematics curricula from the secondary schools of Japan or the Soviet
Union.

Such rigorous curricula would demand a

great deal more effort

from students and teachers-alike, some substantial retraining of a good
number of

teachers, and

immediately useful

skills

a willingness
which

the

to sacrifice some

of

the more

curriculum teaches.

elective

In

Japan and Russia, these efforts are made in part because of pressure from
competitive examinations which govern access to prestigious universities.

It is true that some state universities have begun to tighten admission
standards as competition for admissions has increased because of a tight
job market and a cohort size ehat remains large,.

But the long run trends

seem to be in the opposite direction: toward a scramble by institutions
of higher educatin for available students which (unless we have a radical
devaluation of

college degrees

from lesser institutions)

is likely to

mean a lowering of standards.
None of 'this means that we are pessimistic about the trend of academic

achievement in the United States or that we predict a decline in achieve,

ment relative to that of other countries.
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Indeed, to the contrary, one
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bulge and a greater emphasis
could well argue that an end of demographic
public opinion may signal a reversal
upon requirements and excellence,in
But our major recommendation is that
of the trend of the past 20 years.

,

them in the past to propose
policymakers abandon.the hubris which has led

aimed at correcting
iolutions for problems that 6 not exist and policies
trends whose causes are only remotely understood.
however,- we conalude
Rather than ending on this rather sour -note,

improving excellence.
with three economical and practical suggestions for

it is honored and publicly.
We think that excellence is more likely if
recognized.

excellence in Aterica
It is our impression that scholastic

is honored and

in the past:
recognized rather less than was the case

often attended by the prize
that high school prize award ceremonies are

and other honors are
winners families and few others,. that dean's lists
less pUblicized

than

they

were.

of

6ie

inexpensive;

following

1;

suggestiOns might help

change this

state Nof affairs:- (1) Expand 'the

Yelevision to broadcast
National Scholarship Program and encourage Publfc

the ceretonies and to

produce some shot documentaries on the winners,

southern or rural backgrounds.
stressing particularly those fromminority,

lees than one million dollars)
(2) 'aye small grants to each state (much

specifically for

the

purpose

of

staging

and\ publicizing

state-wide

coMpetitions.and award ceremonies for outstandingstpdent'achievement

in

anyoreign languages.
mathematics, the physical and biological sciences
in
Some of this money could be earmarked for awards

ch school (these

channels), and in th
could be teieVES-ed-cve-r-local access

larger States

(3) Any federal monies that

e presently

for regional competitions.
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teachers should be used inused to devise tests to weed out incompetent

teachers, again at well
stead to give prizes and honors to outstanding
The states should be encouraged to use their own

publicized ceremonies.

,

funds for

this

purpose

and

abandon efforts

to

to purge

incompetent

Sui-pect., 'will be to lower still
teachers' efforts whose major effect, we

further the

extraordinarily

low

teaching

the

of

morale

profession.

APPENDIX I

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

EDUCATION:

THE

SOVIET UNION AND

United
There appears to be increasing concern in the

this country
technology.

has lost

internationally

its leadership

in

JAPAN

States that
and

science

emphasis
A- major factor, it is alleged, is the much greater

on science and

mathematics in the school

other countrieS,

of

systems

A recent report-by the Congressianal

notably the Soviet Union and Japan.

the United States
Research Service states that "TeChnical education in
of,inadequate laboratrails that-iri-the Soviet Union and Japan hecause
6

tory facilities and

shortages of:science and engineering instructors at

(Chronicle of Higher Education,
both the secondary and university levels"

Vol. XXIII, No. 20 [January 27, 1982], p. 12).
University of Chicago
Izaak Wirtzup, professor Of mathematics at the
and one of the leading

observers of Soviet education, has reported in an

that the new Soviet
unpublished study for the National Science Foundation

'science education has

brought

educational mobilization

of

the

changes

which

"are

trantamount

entire *population."

Its

to

an

program in

in approach; well
mathematics; he says, "is modern in content, innovative
integtated and highly sophisticated.

It gives strong emphasis to theore-
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to Wirtzup', the Sovietihigh

school student "is required

Q complete five

five
years of physics, fouryears of chemistry, one year of astronomy,

would emptyand onehalf years Of biology, and so on down, a list that

Aterica's high schools via the

dropout

route", (Daniel

"The Intellect *Gap," The Guardian WeeklY, Vo.l.

S.

Greenberg,

122, No. 23 [6/1/80], p.

9).

Japan likewise stresses mathematics

is introduced at an early age:

and science in its schools.

three hours 'per week in the first grade,

In lower

increasing to six hours each in the fourth,to sixth grades.
secondary schbol (grades ,7-9)

It

all students have four hours weekly in

411
9, the
grades 7 and 8; the noncollegebound have three hours in grade

The collegebound student takes six hours of mathe

collegebound five.
,.

in grades 11 and
matics weekly in grade 10, five and three respectively
12.

Students admitted to the 100 top senior secondary schools in Japan

take 18-20 hours

of mathematics.

Collegebound students,complete cal

147,,167-68),
culus in high school in Japan (Anderson., pp: 119, 130-31,
the
and Soviet high schools offer two years of this subject, whereas in

U.S. it has mostly disappeared from the public high' school cdrriculum.
Both the Soviet Union and Japan place a major emphasis on teaching
science in the schools.

In Japan, the special Science Education Centers

set up beginning in 1960 in all 46 prefectures offer tuitionfree programs

to school teachers at all
about the latest in science

levels to upgrade their knowledge and learn
education techniques.

Interestingly enough,

these centers, since broadened -from science to include all school

the Bio

jects, draw heavily on science curriculum studies in the U.S.:
logical Science

Curriculum

Study;

Physical

Chemical Education Material Study, etc.
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Science

Study

sub

Committee,

58

Chemical Educatiort Material Study,-etc.

Union is undeniably impresa,
While the record of Japan and the Soviet
teaching in their achools,
science and mathematics
ive in strengthening
their impact.
curricular programs in _assessing
one Must look beyond
Thus, in Japan, Where most youth elect the

tional stream in
percent cannot

really handle

schools axe judged on
the best universities,
to students

likely

to

school,

secondary

senior

it"

estimated

is

p, 175).

"30

that

Moreover,

as

admitted to
their ability to get,their students
geared
teaching in the lower secdndary school is
be

admitted tothe senior

academic

secondary

admission, to the neglect of stu
while the best students

dents proceeding to vocational educatiOn.

1),

rigorous schoo
may excel in the structured
ience frustration,

it

(Anderson,

schools which prepare for university
,

academic rather than voca

system', the less able exper

i

alienation, and disillu ionment.

effects from the intensive
In the Soviet Union, there are other side
from the highly
The enormous, pressure on children
School program.
structured.curriculum

(there

are

no

almost

electives)

is

allegedly

viOlence, outofIshool cramming for
producing increasing delinquency and

university admission,
rote learning

_and
graduates who are too narrowly specialized,

rather than the

ability

to

Recent

probe and analyze.

student interest in the sciences and
reports of a significant decline in

engineering may be another byproduct of

the extraordinarily demanding,

school programs in math and science.

casualities of extensive
-One should therefore examine the costs and
4
compulsory school programs in math and science,

they are worthwhile

(if

indeed American

60

and to inquire whether

schools

were able

to

better

59

tch the Japanese and Soviet records in these respects).
,

/to include

neglect

of

(and

The costs appear

.

even hostility from)

school

children who

cannot,handle such demanding curricula, emphasis on memorization rather

than analytic problemsolving, the paucity of opportunities for schdol
children to-pursue activities important to their social, artiatic,, and
personal development because school demands are so allencompassing, and
a turning

away

from those

characterized' by

fields

forcefeeding in

school.

1,- It would be difficult in this

point of time to turn batk the clock

in American schools and impose compulsory and comprehensive programs in
mathematics and

science for all students.

The *system of electives is

not only ingrained but reflects the educational :values discussed earlier
in this

paper:

individualism,

utilitarianism

pragmatism,

(relatively

few young Americans will find calculus useful later in life), ,and the

If indeed-more and bettet

possibility of making choices in education.

teaching of science and matheMatics

to

more young people in American

schools is a national priority, some measures can be taken which in an
incremental way can take us in that direötion.

that the values and traditions

It is submitted, however,

of American education give priority

to

certain developmental processes and outcomes which would inevitably be a

casualty Of expanding

compulsory

even assuming this were feasible.

teaching must become,and

curricular programs in

our-

schools-

The inadequacies of math andscience

be perceived

to

be

a

far, greater national

crisis for this to happen than appears ,now tO be the case.

6.1

\
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APPENDIX II,

EQUIVALENCIES IN SECONDARY SCHOOLING: THE UNITED STATES,
CANADA, JAPAN, SOVIET UNION, WEST GERMANY

It is extremely difficult to define precisely the level of secondary

school study in Canada, Japan, the Soviet Union and the Federal Republic
,of Germany which is equivalent to
United'States.

the completion of high school in the

This task is all the more difficUlt because the substantial

of
variation in quality among American high schools and the diversity

.curricular chOices Open to high school students.offer no firm yardstick
which defines high school education in the U.S.

The graduate from a highly
school, public

or private,

has

selective and rigorous American high
probably mastered more knowledge

his/her counterpart- in a relatively less
inner city high school.

than

well funded and: non-selective

However, high ability and high achieving students

from virtually any high school may graduate from it with-, an educational
of
preparation enabling them to compete with the best students coming out

education
the best high schools for admission to the most selective higher

institutions in the U.S.

The Carnegie unit system was initiated early in this century so that
a high

schooi education could *be assessed in terms of the numbers of

years of study in different subjects that graduates had completed.

This

enabled colleges and universities to have some measure of the scholastic
accomplishments of students seeking admission to them, sabout the quality
p!1

of which theyknew little.
(and college)

'The' importance given to electives in ,school

curricula.have reinforced the need

62

to measure students,'

61

as

external examination which
educational experince in the absence of.an

for assess ng
diaCussed in this paperi is as ..common means\in many countries

educational accomplishment on a national basis.

of the individualisti
The credit system is, thus, part and parcel"
AneTiCail approach

education.

to

'But

measures

it

quantitative, rather than qualitative basis.
.look to

numbars

of years in

courses, in

foreign school systenis, a measure
neglects qualitative criteria.

such as those

achievement

on

Hence,t Americans ten& to

assessing eqnivalencies

with

which is inherently imperfect as it

National tests of scholagtic achievement,

administered by the Educational Testing Service for some

decades, give a national measure

of students' achievement, and hence,

far have not been
indirectly, that of schools across the nation, but.so
qualitative,measure of what an
factored into any system Which produces a
American high school,education represents.
between U.S.
This being the case, the determination of equivalencies

and foreign secondary

school completion is mostly measured in terms

of

years in the school system.
V

of Germany, Japan,
The follOwing charts Of the high school systems

involved, and pathways
ana the Soviet Union shma the numbers of years
from'one type of level of school to anOther.
involves eleven years of%
In the Soviet Union, high school completion

that because schools
elementary and secondary schooling, on the theory

in that country in
have a six day week, as much'schooling is completed

eleven years as in twelve years
twelve year system.

of elementary and

in the U.S. and in other nations

the

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the combination

collegepreparatory school

63

involves thirteen years;

62

German specialists.on equivalency claim that the combination of quality
and_quantity

makes

equalivalent of

two

the

Abitur,

years

of

the

higher

certificate

then

educatiorT in

the

athieved,
United

the

State&.

College admissions profssionals in the U.S. tend not to agree with

this'

of the
and are likely.to accord one year of advanced placement to holders

Abitur.

Japan has a system similar to the American in school education: 6

plus 3 plus 3.

The situation varies in Canada depending on the province, .

with 12 years of schooling required in some, 13 years expected in others,
but with a 13th year student admitted to university without the requirement

of a "pre-university".year.

The following charts set forth the

school

structures in Japan, the Soviet Union and the Federal Republic of Germany,

but do not purport to provide answers to equivalency.

6

64

63

TABLE 1. Peircentage of age group(a) enterilz higher education for

seleCted cOuntries

65

71

73

76

17.7

Austria ,(18-20)

7.

15.5

15.1

78e1gium (18-20)

20.5

29.7

32.9
.

France (18720)

-23.4

27.8

26.2

28.8

Germany.(20-22)

11.6

17.4

24.4

20.2

19-21)

12.0

24.9

25.4

28.0

Japan (18-19)

14.5

26.5

Netlitfrlands (17-20)

12.0

19.8

21.0

25.3

Sweden

33.4

33.0

41.6

United Kingdom(18-19) 11.5

20.6

21.5

45.0

43.2

Italy

United States .(18)

38.8

.

37.0

42.7

(a)Age group: age of at last 70% of new entrants.

Source:

L. deryen And'

Journal of Edudati

Colton, "Summarizing Recent Student Flows," European
V 1. 15 No. 1. .March, 1980, p. 29,
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.THE'SOVIET EDUGAtIONAL SYSTElX*
)bstitutions of higher learning: academies,
universities, institutes (day, evening, cor
respondence)

,

"

Secondary general and polytechnic
schools with vocadonal traming
1

Specialised

secondary

General secondary evening (two-

technical

schools (day, evening, correspdn-

hif t) schools

dence)

Vocational schools (urban and rural)
offering also a secondary general educa

IfEight-year 'general schools (compulsory
or all children
above 7)
---,

ion

reschool establishments for children up
o the age of 7
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=WM.Structure of the edu

omit system of Japan: 1972

Graduate schools
Usual

ag

Grade

24

23

(correspondnce)

22

TachnicSi colleges

16

h4lacellinirous
schools&

21

15
14

13
12

20
SpeCiel

19

school'

!..

18 17

Senior high

16

(full.tirne)

schools

11

,

16

'41*

P;

15 r--7.7.1--c-,.:- ; ......;. ;A.17. ;:::: tr'4-1,-..717.t.'s;',4"::.

:P*

t-.r,....."7:11:11u.t-ttti.:.-:7tat)1

14

7.

mon,
time).

13
3

12

0.,

....-

,...,

:

*MOO

6
11
5

4

urn
10

Z.;

g

3
a

111111

3.Q

2
7
1

,

6'I

g0;""
4

'05

7

For the blind, deaf, and "otherwise handicaboed."
Includi ng a wide variety of institutiorts that provide
vocational, and cultural
Instruction on such skills as dressmaking, cooking, typing, practical,
and flower arrangams2t
Source: Adapted from Agency for Cultural Affairs, Outline of Education In Japan (Tokyo. the
Agency. 1972). p. 2.

INCREASE IN RATE OF.ENROLLMENT IN ALL HIGHER EDitCATION

:Earollient in all Higher.
Education in relatioo
age group (%)

Year

dountry and Age Group

France

18-23

65
70
75
77

12.9
15.8
20.9
21.5-

65
70
75
77

6.5
12.3
17.3
18.2

New Entrants la
relation to age_
group (%)

18-20

23.4
26.5'

.

28.3
28.5 (1976)

Federal Republic

clognmanyl

20-22

-

15.9
20.2
19.4
.

.iapan1

18-22
.

United .Kingdom

10.1
13.9

65
70
75
77

-

.

,

14.5
22.3
37.1
37.3

,

>

18-19

11.5
19.7
21.6

18

44.2
53.8
59.4

5.6
6.6
6.8

1

65
70

USSR1
20-24

23.8
26.2

16-19

1

16-22 \
.(unitrersities only)

United States
18-23

65
70
75
77

32.6
39.2

75
77

46.3

60
65
70
75
77

11.0.
29.5
25.3
21.7
20.3

4,-5

Ladislav Cerch,-Sarah Colton, Jean-Pierre Jallade, Student.Flows-and
Expenditure inTigher Education .1965-1979, Amaterdam: astitute of
Education,. European Culturalloundation, 1981, )no. 58-59, 61-62, 79.

58.1

,

University
Canada
18-21

2

Year
1973-74
1978-79

Male

21.3
19.0

Non-Unive-sity.

Male

Female
14.2
16.0

.

'12.8

12.8

Fe ale
11.5
13.7

2. Information Supplied by project consultant, Professor Robert M. Pike,
Queens_University, Ontario, Canada.

Alt

Percent of Are Group in Secondary School'

West Germany:

Soviet Union:

1

2

percent of 13 year olds in: Hauptschule
Realsdhule
Gymnasium

1960

1978

70

40
24
25

11.3
15

96% of puils completed 8 years of schooling in 1975 and
continued into various secondary education institutions
part- and full-time, 12% continued into specialized tecLical
secondary schools. Over 15% continued into 1-4 year vocational
schools.

Japan:

anada:

3

4

1960

percent of age group enrolled in:
elementary school
'99.82
lower secondary school
99.93,
upper secondary school
55.16
higher education
9.7

percent of 17 year olds in phool: 1961-2
male
51
female
42

1970

1973

99.83
99.89
79.3
18.7

99.86
99.89
89.5
25.7

1972-3
06
63

1. Bildung und Wissenschaft, Bonn: Inter Nationes, BW 19 1, No. 12-79, pp.158-9.
2. N. Kuzin aad M. Kondakov, Editors, Education in the USSR, translated from
Russian by PPinna Glagolera, Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1977, pp.25-26.
3. Educational Statistics Japan, Ministry of Education, Government of Japan,
1974, pp. 18-19.
it.

Information sutplied by project consultant, Professor Robert M. Pike,
Queens University, Ontario, Canada.
.

New Entrants Higher Education by Social Origin in %
of Enrollment
Federal Republic of:.Germany
a) Universities-

self employed aud civil servants
white collar workers
manual workers
other
b) Non-Universities
self employed and civil servants
white collar workers
manual Workers'
other
,

U.S.A.- all higher education
brackets in
1967 dollars

by ',Z. of income

less than $5,000
$5,000 to $9,999
S10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 and up

1965
59.5
31.8
6.5
2.2

1970
51.7
34.0
12.0
2.3

45,7
3.3
17.5
3.5

1967-8

20.0
37.9
51.9
68.3

1975
45.4
36.7
15.0
2.9

43.8
37.0
16.0
3.2

36.2
32.8
27.6
3.4

35.0
33.2
28.0
3.8

1971-72 1975

20.8
36.6
48.4
61.7

1976-7

23.5.
35.1
.45.4

59.6

1976-77

22.4
36.3
47.5
58.2

Ladislav Cerych, Sarah Colton Jean-Pierre Jallade, Student Flows and Expenditure
in Higher Education 1965-79, Amsterdam: Ingtitute of Education, European
Cultural Foundation, 1981, pp. 68 -9.
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